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Luxury for us means only working with beautiful, natural fibres 

that are handcrafted into timeless pieces.

We work with traditional artisans & marginalised 

women from remote villages who create our beautiful products 

which are hand spun, hand woven and hand embroidered - 

using ancient techniques.

Sustainability for us means to develop contemporary designs 

based on the beautiful craftsmanship; empowering the

people we work with and helping to liberate them from poverty.

By owning a precious piece from Cloth & Co. you truly contribute 

to the lives of the people who make the product, providing higher 

wages, medical cover and a valuable education for life.

Enjoy the beauty of truly ethical sustainable luxury...

Cloth & Co.

+61 2 9929 9925

sam@clothandco.co

www.clothandco.co

Hand finishing and tassel making by women’s cooperative in Achrol, Jaipur. 



CCFJ05E - Organic Cotton Singlet ECRU W/S $26.00. CCFJ06E - Lounge Pant $52.00. CCS01T/E - Hand loomed linen scarf 135 x 135cm in Tea | Opposite page Ecru. $ 60.00.  



CCFJ04E - Organic Cotton TShirt ECRU W/S $28.50. CCFJ06E - Lounge Pant $52.00. CCS02DG - Handloomed silk & cotton scarf with pom pom trim W/S $45.00. 



CCFJ03E - Organic Cotton L/S TShirt ECRU W/S $35.50. CCFJ06E - Lounge Pant $52.00. CCFJ01E - Jersey throw over ECRU W/S $35.50. 



CCFJ05C - Organic Cotton Singlet Charcoal W/S $26.00. CCFJ06C Lounge Pant $52.00. CCFJ03C - Organic Cotton L/S T Shirt Charcoal W/S $35.50. CCFJ06C - Lounge Pant $52.00. 



CCFJ04C - Organic Cotton T Shirt Charcoal W/S $28.50. CCFJ006C - Lounge Pant $52.00. CCFJ03C - Organic Cotton LS T Shirt Charcoal W/S $35.50. CCFJ06C Lounge Pant $52.00. 



CCFJ01C - Organic Cotton Jersey Throw Over Charcoal W/S $35.50. CCFJ06C - Lounge Pant $52.00. CCFJ05I - Organic Cotton Singlet INK W/S $26.00. CCD02 - Shell Bodhi Beads $61.50. 



CCFJ04I - Organic Cotton T Shirt INK W/S $28.50. CCFJ06I- Lounge Pant $52.00. CCS01IC - Hand loomed linen scarf 135 x 135cm in ICE $ 60.00.  



CCFJ03I - Organic Cotton L/S T Shirt INK W/S $26.00. CCFJ06I - Lounge Pant $52.00. CCTH07C - Hand loomed, hand spun camel hair shawl 120 x 200cm in CAMEL $285.00.  



CCFJ01I - Organic Cotton Jersey Throw Over INK W/S $35.50. CCFJ06I - Lounge Pant $52.00. CCS02SB - Handloomed silk & cotton scarf with pom pom trim STEEL BLUE  W/S $45.00. 



CCFJ03W- Organic Cotton L/S T Shirt WHITE W/S $35.50. CCFJ06W - Lounge Pant $52.00. Organic Cotton Farming ©Zameen Organic Cotton India.

“Our vision is that organic textiles will 
become a significant part of everyday 
life, enhancing people’s lives and the 
environment.” GOTS Certified Organic 
Cotton 



CCFJ05W - Organic Cotton Singlet WHITE W/S $26.00. CCFJ06W - Lounge Pant $52.00. CCS01IC - Hand loomed linen scarf 135 x 135cm in ICE $ 60.00.  



CCFJ04W - Organic Cotton T Shirt WHITE W/S $28.50. CCFJ06W - Lounge Pant $52.00. CCS01I - Hand loomed linen scarf 135 x 135cm in INK $ 60.00.  



CCS01V - Hand loomed linen scarf 135 x 135cm in VANILLA $ 60.00.  

CCS01E

CCS01T CCS01SB

CCS01IC

CCS01C CCS01I



CCFJ01W- Organic Cotton Jersey Throw Over WHITE W/S $35.50. CCFJ06W - Lounge Pant $52.00. CCS01I - Hand loomed linen scarf 135 x 135cm in INK $ 60.00.  



CCTH06G - Hand loomed, Linen Bandani Throw 140 x 215cm in Stone Grey $85.00.  Laxmi weaving on a traditional wooden loom in Tamil Nadu.  



Cloth & Co. partners with women’s cooperatives & rural artisan 

communities in India to create our luxurious collections using 

natural fibres, certified organic cotton & natural or certified organic 

dyes that are lovingly handcrafted into timeless pieces.

Through our social enterprise Artisans of Fashion - Cloth & Co. 

strives to take purposeful action everyday to empower our artisans 

with training, sustainable employment, education opportunities and 

health benefits. The goal is to elevate the status of these women 

within their families, as well as within their communities, so they 

can become agents of change.

The profit from the purchase of our block printed pyjamas, tote bag 

and pouch will be re-invested into the artisan training programs with 

Artisans of Fashion. 

www.artisansoffashion.com 

Block print training program at Anoothi women’s cooperative in Achrol, Jaipur. 



CCFP01G - Tribal block print PJ’s with Organic Cotton Jersey T.  $45.00. CCS04TB - Tribal hand block printed silk/cotton sarong  $65.00. 



CCC02TBW - Block Printed Tassel Pouch - $21.00 Opposite - CCC01TBW - Canvas Tote $30.50



CCJ01N - Hand Crocheted natural jute shopper $23.50.  CCD02 - Shell Bodhi beads $61.50



CCS08J - Handloomed Jamdani Scarf 
100% cotton 70 x 200cm W/S $68.00 CCS02SB -  Silk/Cotton Scarf W/S $45.00

CCS02DG - Dark Grey Silk/Cotton Scarf W/S $45.00



CCLO2F - Handcrafted Cow Hair Pouch with Handloomed Eerie Silk Lining 
Available in Black & White 24 x 60cm W/S $35.50CCL03SBL - Handcrafted suede tote with handloomed Eerie silk lining W/S $83.00



CCS06C - W/S $214.00 CCS06E - W/S $214.00

CCS06F - W/S $214.00 CCS06I - W/S $214.00

THE LUXURY OF HANDLOOMED PASHMINA

Luxurious, hand spun and hand loomed pashminas are made by a small social 
enterprise in Nepal. This is some of the finest Pashmina which is sourced from the 

high altitude plains of Inner Mongolia where the pashmina goats develop a downy inner 
fleece doubling their usual coat thickness. It is harvested in the spring by brushing the 

animals to collect the softer and longer hair. 



CCTH01C/CCTH01F - Hand spun & hand loomed YAK throw 120 x 200cm - $309.00

THE LUXURY OF HANDLOOMED YAK

Luxurious, hand spun and hand loomed yak throws are made by a small social 
enterprise in Nepal. Spinning is done by two groups of women who work in their 

own village close to their home so they are able to look after their family. The 
weaving center has one Bengali master weaver who is training local women to 

weave. This work supports the women economically and preserves the traditional 
hand spinning skills common among Nepali women. The luxurious fibres are 

sourced from the remote high altitude regions of Tibet & Inner Mongolia. 



Purchasing ethically produced products changes lives.

Join us at ARTISANS OF FASHION - a social enterprise

promoting cultural sustainability, authenticity & social change.

www.artisansoffashion.com

Please visit our website to find out more about our vision and 

for all wholesale enquiries please contact sam@clothandco.co

or phone +61 2 9929 9925


